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TRADITIONAL INVESTING MAY 
DECREASE YOUR RETIREMENT LIFESTYLE

Diane M. Pearson, CFP®, PPCTM, CDFATM, 
Legend Financial Advisors, Inc.® and 

EmergingWealth Investment Management, Inc.In 1991, investors only needed to know 
two things about the positioning of their 
investment portfolio as they entered 
retirement: move to a higher alloca-

tion of bonds and fill the rest of the portfolio 
with large, well-known U.S. Large Cap stocks.  
This simplistic approach proved quite success-
ful throughout the 1990s.  So far, even in the 
new millennium, bonds were consistently good 
performers as were U.S. equities, if you avoided 
the two negative 50.0% plus bear markets.  
However, investors facing retirement investment 
decisions today are unfortunately in a far more 
precarious position.

CREDIT DEFAULT SWAPS: 
AN EARLY WARNING SYSTEM?

By Louis P. Stanasolovich, CFP®, CCO, CEO and President of 
Legend Financial Advisors, Inc.® and EmergingWealth Investment 

Management, Inc. and Editor of The Global Investment Pulse
Credit Default Swaps (CDS) are negoti-
ated insurance instruments between two 
counterparties that guarantee the repay-
ment of the debt of a corporation, an 
investment bank or even countries.  CDS 
are quite sophisticated instruments, but 
they are essentially insurance contracts.  
One party (the Guarantor) receives a pay-
ment (in effect, an insurance premium) 
from the buyer of bonds from a certain 
issuing entity.  The Guarantor that receives 
the payment is often an organization that 
manages mutual funds, pensions, hedge 
fund managers and/or large institutions.  
They, in effect, guarantee payment of the 

Credit Default Swaps, continued on page 4

DEFLATION… WHAT IF [IT LINGERS]?
Kristen Hendrickson, CFA, Research Analyst, The Leuthold Group, LLC

U.S. Experiencing Deflation For The First Time Since 2009:

Prior to recently, consumer prices hadn’t declined since 1955!  Current deflation 
in the U.S. is not deep-rooted though.  Driven largely by a decline in energy, 
many, including us and the Federal Reserve Board (Fed), anticipate that the 
current deflationary bout will prove “benign” and transitory in nature.  Neverthe-
less, inflation expectations remain uncertain as deflation sprouts up across the 
globe and commodity prices remain low.  Deflation could linger in the near-term. 

Should Prospect Of Deflation Worry Equity Investors?:

Carrying no shortage of negative connotations, simply the word “deflation” may 
trouble investors.  Instances of consumer deflation have actually been quite 
rare since the Great Depression.  Therefore, investors may not know
what to expect in terms of stock market trends when a deflationary environment 
arises.  With history as our guide, this study explores how the stock market has 
behaved during a variety of inflation environments.  In terms of equity markets, 
we will see that stable prices are key, and the more typical occurrence of be-
nign deflation doesn’t deserve the bad rap it commonly receives.

Deflation, continued on page 10

A QUICK CHECK ON 
GLOBAL FUNDAMENTALS

By Doug Ramsey, CFA, CMT, Chief Investment 
Officer, The Leuthold Group, LLC

The story behind the United States’ long-term 
leadership (See Chart 1 on the top of page 6) 
of the global bull market is a simple one that’s 
now been repeated for four years: Earnings.  
As shown in Chart 2 on the top of page 6, the 
U.S. managed to surpass its pre-meltdown 
Earnings Per Share (EPS) peak less than two 
years into the new economic expansion, and 
the latest 12-month EPS figure was about 
25.0% above its late-2007 peak.  Earnings for 
the remainder of the developed world, though, 
have trended lower for the last four years and 
remain more than a third below its 2007 peak.  
Finally, Emerging Market (EM) earnings, which 
(like the U.S.) moved to a record high in the first 

Global Fundamentals, continued on page 6
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Louis P. Stanasolovich, CFP® is founder, CCO, CEO and President of Legend Financial Advisors, Inc.® 

(Legend) and EmergingWealth Investment Management, Inc.  Lou is one of only four advisors nationwide 
to be selected 12 consecutive times by Worth magazine as one of “The Top 100 Wealth Advisors” in the 
country.  Lou has also been selected 11 times by Medical Economics magazine as one of “The 150 Best 
Financial Advisors for Doctors in America”, twice as one of “The 100 Great Financial Planners in America” 
by Mutual Funds magazine, three times by Dental Practice Report as one of “The Best Financial Advisors 
for Dentists In America” and once by Barron’s as one of “The Top 100 Independent Financial Advisors”.  
Lou was selected by Financial Planning magazine as one of six individuals to receive the inaugural Influ-
encer Awards for 2010.  Lou was selected for the Wealth Creator award recognizing the advisor who has 
made the most significant contributions to best practices for portfolio management.  He has been named 
to Investment Advisor magazine’s “IA 25” list three times, ranking the 25 most influential people in and 
around the financial advisory profession as well as being named by Financial Planning magazine as one of 
the country’s “Movers & Shakers” recognizing the top individuals who have done the most to advance the 
financial advisory profession.

ABOUT 
LEGEND FINANCIAL ADVISORS, INC.® 

ABOUT 
EMERGINGWEALTH INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, INC. 

Legend Financial Advisors, Inc.® (Legend) is a 
Non-Commission, Fee-Only U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission (SEC) registered invest-
ment advisory firm with its headquarters located 
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.  Legend provides a 
multitude of services, including Wealth Advisory 
Services, which incorporate Financial Planning 
and Investment Management strategies to afflu-
ent and wealthy individuals as well as business 
entities, medical practices and non-profit orga-
nizations.  We offer so much more than wealth 

EmergingWealth Investment Manage-
ment, Inc. (EmergingWealth), is the sister 
firm of Legend Financial Advisors, Inc.® 
(Legend) and is a Non-Commission, Fee-
Only Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion (SEC) registered investment advisory 
firm.  EmergingWealth provides Investment 

managers, financial advisors, financial planners and/or investment managers.  We analyze 
each client’s financial strengths and weaknesses, then recommend creative solutions for 
improvement.  Additionally, we work closely with our client’s other professional advisors to 
achieve optimal results. 

WHY LEGEND IS DIFFERENT?

1. Legend is compensated exclusively by client fees, known as a Non-Commission, Fee-Only
firm.  Legend is unlike Fee-Based Advisors and brokerage firms who have numerous
conflicts of interest due to the fact that both types of firms receive commissions.

2. Members of Legend’s Financial Advisory Team have been selected by National Publica-
tions such as Worth, Medical Economics and Barron’s more than 50 times as “The Best
Financial Advisors In America”.

3. Legend and its advisors have chosen to be governed by the Fiduciary Standard of law,
differentiating itself from most other advisory and brokerage firms.  Fiduciaries are re-
quired to always work in their clients’ best interests.

4. Legend designs dynamic, creative and personalized financial planning and investment
solutions for its clients.

Management services to individuals as well as business entities, medical practices and non-
profit organizations whose wealth is emerging.  All investment portfolios are sub-advised by 
Legend.  Both Legend and EmergingWealth share a common advisory team, Investment 
Committee and Fee Schedule. 
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THE THIRD EQUITY VALUATION BUBBLE SINCE 2000

“In my view, we are likely witnessing the peak of the third equity valuation bubble in the past 14 years.  The first two saw major indices 
plunge by at least 50.0%.  It’s important to recognize that market peaks are a process, not an event.  Internal deterioration has actu-
ally been developing since early July, and became measurable in early August.  This process has been quite like what we observed in 
2007, when deterioration became measurable in July of that year.  Despite an initial selloff, the major indices recovered to a marginal 
new high in October 2007 before continuing lower.”

Source:  This quote was excerpted from, “Peaking Process” by John P. Hussman, Ph.D., Hussman Funds, (Weekly Market Comment, 
December 8, 2014), www.hussman.com.

COPYRIGHT 2014 HUSSMAN FUNDS

REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION OF HUSSMAN FUNDS PULSE

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STOCK PRICES AND MARGIN DEBT
By Doug Ramsey, CFA, CMT, Chief Investment Officer, The Leuthold Group, LLC

Some bear markets—including 1987 and 1990—occurred without a “last gasp” acceleration in Margin Debt.  Perhaps the current bull 
will end with investors cutting leverage in favor of the “safety” of index funds.  In any event, we’d now rate Margin Debt as a mild stock 
market negative based on the recently declining trend (see chart below).

Source: The Leuthold Group, LLC, Perception Express, March 6, 2015, http://leuth.us/stock-market
REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM THE LEUTHOLD GROUP, LLC

As of: March 6, 2015
COPYRIGHT 2015 THE LEUTHOLD GROUP, LLC

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STOCK PRICES AND MARGIN DEBT

A sharp acceleration in Margin Debt growth relative to
stock market gains occurred prior to five cyclical bear

markets and the correction of 1983 to 1984 (See arrows).
However, this warning pattern failed to develop in
advance of five other bear markets (See the boxes

marked with an “X” below.

Annual
Percentage

Change in the
New York Stock

Exchange
Margin Debt
(thick line)

Annual Percentage
Change in the S&P

500 (thin line)

S&P 500

Source: This article was excerpted from “Margin Debt Revisited”, by Doug Ramsey, CFA, CMT, Chief Investment Officer, The Leuthold 
Group, LLC, (Perception Express, March 6, 2015), http://leuth.us/stock-market.

COPYRIGHT 2015 THE LEUTHOLD GROUP, LLC
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After the recent six year run (actually the 
last three years were the bulk of that run), 
large U.S. stocks are still in the top 10.0% 
of highest valuations ever.  In fact, except 
for the 1929 bull market top and the 2007 
tech bubble peak, the stock has never 
been valued higher using long-term valu-
ation methods.  Many different valuation 
methodologies indicate rates of return for 
the S&P 500 on a buy and hold basis for 
the next ten years of just 1.4%.  The out-
look for bonds is not much better with the 
Fed ready to raise interest rates higher at 
any point in time.  We are now facing what 
appears to be the finale of a 34-year bond 
bull market.  This is because bond prices 
tend to move in the opposite direction of 
interest rates.  With interest rates steadily 
declining for the past 34 years, bonds en-
joyed an unprecedented period of excel-
lent performance.  Now that interest rates 
are near all-time lows, continued strong 
performance from bonds is unlikely.

For investors with a lengthy investment 
time horizon (twenty years or more), an 
extended market correction may not be 
so damaging.  For those that have an 
intermediate timeframe (ten to fifteen 
years), though, sub-standard returns in 
both the equity and fixed income markets 
may prove disastrous for investors who 
are nearing, already in or soon will be in 
retirement.  To add to these difficulties, 
inflation is likely to increase gradually over 

time.  With bonds and stocks poised for at 
least a decade of mediocre performance, 
earning returns that will outpace inflation 
will be difficult.  

What’s the solution?  Simple!  To no 
one’s surprise, diversification, and even 
non-traditional diversification at that, will 
improve these potential returns.  As it 
has in years past, the difference this time 
is that investors must be willing to incor-
porate different asset classes into their 
portfolio.  For example, rather than buy-
ing fixed income investments with fixed 
coupons, when interest rates rise, fixed 
income investments with variable rates, 
make much more sense.  Fixed income 
investments include bank loans, variable 
rate mortgages and even money markets 
believe it or not.  Money markets offer very 
low returns, which is much better than a 
loss.  However, money markets would be 
beneficial only as a short-term investment 
in most cases.

Another problem for investors today is 
that U.S. interest rates are significantly 
higher than other countries, therefore, it 
is likely the U.S. Dollar will rise.  In this 
case, investment strategies for a strong 
U.S. Dollar include buying substantially 
cheaper foreign equity investments in U.S. 
Dollar currency.  This strategy could offer 
better investment results.

Although most investors and the media 
don’t like to talk about defensive invest-
ments such as moving to money markets, 
buying more treasuries, using managed 
futures and even shorting their equities by 
using equity mutual funds that short and/
or Exchange-Traded Products that short 
to offset equity exposure, these are solu-
tions that can be used to protect investors’ 
monies.  However, individuals should not 
attempt to do this on their own.  These 
strategies require an advisory firm with 
significant experience, knowledge and 
sophistication in these areas of investment 
and not amateurs or investment sales-
people.

By investing their portfolios in the manner 
described above, retired individuals, and 
those nearing retirement, will be able to 
preserve wealth, receive cash flow from 
their portfolio and stay ahead of inflation 
while obtaining returns not possible from 
the old standard type portfolios that utilize 
a large U.S. stock and high quality bond 
mix.  This “old standard” type of portfolio 
has served investors well in the past, but 
won’t in the future.

COPYRIGHT 2015 LEGEND FINANCIAL 
ADVISORS, INC.®

REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION OF 
LEGEND FINANCIAL ADVISORS, INC.®

Traditional Investing, continued from page 1

PULSE

debt by the issuing entity to the owner of 
the debt securities.  The price of the pay-
ments to the Guarantor indicates the risk 
of the contracts by that issuing entity.  The 
higher the payment, the higher the risk 
(Think Greece).  As risk increases across 
the spectrum of countries, banks, etc. 
the equity markets also usually become 
more volatile.  In effect, this provides an 
early warning sign against equity and 
bond risks.  On the opposite side of the 
risk equation is the fact that falling CDS 
premium rates means less risk.  This is 
generally when equity markets perform 
strongly.

Since late in 2009, we have studied CDS.  
We have found they serve as valuable risk 
evaluation tools—sort of how bond ratings 
used to work.  For now, it is important to 
keep a close eye on these values to deter-
mine the direction in which they are mov-
ing.  We will keep our readers informed.

COPYRIGHT 2015 LEGEND FINANCIAL 
ADVISORS, INC.®

REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION OF 
LEGEND FINANCIAL ADVISORS, INC.®

Credit Default Swaps, continued from page 1
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BARCLAYS U.S. HIGH YIELD BOND MINUS TREASURY BOND YIELD

High Yield Bonds Move Upward In Price Thereby Decreasing Their Yield Advantage
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Source: The Leuthold Group, LLC, Perception Express, March 6, 2015, http://leuth.us/bond-market
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Median:
5.12% Feb-15:

4.54%

PULSE
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“Do You Want A Second
Opinion?”

To see if your investment portfolio is built
to navigate the pitfalls and opportunities ahead,

call us today for a “Free Second Opinion”
at (412) 635-9210.

www.legend-financial.com
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two years of the recovery, have declined 
20.0% in the last four years (largely 
matching the path of the bear market in 
commodities).

Price-To-Earnings (P/E) is usually a larger 
driver of market returns than “E” alone, 
and the U.S. has obviously enjoyed a 
disproportionately large rebound here, 
too (See Chart 3, above).  The MSCI USA 
Index trades at 23.1x 5-Yr. Normalized 
EPS, compared to 17.4x for the MSCI 
World Ex USA Index.  The non-U.S. de-
veloped world, in fact, now trades below 
the low points established in the early 
1990s and at the 2002 bear market low.  
This, though, is more a commentary on 
how ridiculously expensive those markets 
had become during the bull markets of the 
late 1990s and 2002-2007, rather than a 
back-up-the-truck value opportunity.  On 
the other hand, such an opportunity could 
be shaping up in the Emerging Markets, 
which trade at just 12.4x Normalized EPS.

While it’s difficult to top the brilliance 
behind Wall Street creations like Col-
lateralized Debt Obligations (CDOs) and 
Credit Default Swaps (CDS), the Street’s 

most clever invention is “12-month forward 
operating earnings” because the stock 
market invariably appears cheap on the 
basis of such inflated estimates.  Stocks 
have climbed so high though that they’re 
testing even this truism.  

Global valuation levels are tempered in 
part by a P/E discount of several points 
on foreign shares, as detailed previously.  
Nonetheless, the MSCI World Index now 
trades at a cycle high of 16.4x Forward 
EPS—almost two full points above the 
level seen at the great bull market peak of 
October 2007 (See “Forward P/E Ratios 
Now Far Above Levels Seen At Last Bull 
Market Peak” chart on the top of page 
7).  And U.S. stocks—at 17.2x—certainly 
no longer “sound” cheap, even on the 
basis of the most optimistic EPS figure 
available.  Once again, this is almost two 
points above the level recorded at the fall 
2007 bull market peak.

Is there really a bullish bias to Forward 
EPS estimates, as we contend?  You be 
the judge: current 12-month Forward EPS 
for the World Index are the same as the 
estimate from April 2007!  If current esti-

mates are, by some miracle, on the mark, 
the analysts will have been proven right 
nine years later.

One might note that while today’s U.S. 
and World Forward P/E ratios are higher 
than at the 2007 bull market peak, both 
are lower than levels seen early in the 
2003/2004 bull market start.  In other 
words, Street estimates had one believing 
that stocks were expensive in the early 
phase of a major bull market but moder-
ately attractive (at around 15x EPS) at the 
peak.  This observation reinforces that 
Forward EPS aren’t of much help (except, 
perhaps, in contrarian fashion).

Source: This article was excerpted from “A 
Quick Check On Global Fundamentals”, by 
Doug Ramsey, CFA, CMT, Chief Investment 
Officer, The Leuthold Group, LLC, (Percep-
tion Express, March 6, 2015), http://leuth.
us/stock-market.

COPYRIGHT 2015 THE LEUTHOLD GROUP, 
LLC
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Source: The Leuthold Group, LLC, Perception Express,
March 6, 2015, http://leuth.us/stock-market
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MSCI USA Index

MSCI World
Ex. USA Index

MSCI
Emerging
Markets

Need another
+35.0% gain

Need another
+27.0% gain

CHART 1

Source: The Leuthold Group, LLC, Perception Express,
March 6, 2015, http://leuth.us/stock-market
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MSCI USA P/E
on 5-Year

Normalized EPS

MSCI World
Ex USA P/E
on 5-Year
Normalized

EPS

MSCI
Emerging Markets
P/E on 5-Year
Normalized

EPS

Old support becomes
new resistance

CHART 3

Source: The Leuthold Group, LLC, Perception Express,
March 6, 2015, http://leuth.us/stock-market
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MSCI USA
Earnings Per

Share

MSCI World Ex
USA Earnings
Per Share

MSCI
Emerging Markets

Earnings Per
Share

CHART 2

Source: The Leuthold Group, LLC, Perception Express,
March 6, 2015, http://leuth.us/stock-market

REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM THE LEUTHOLD GROUP, LLC

As of: March 6, 2015
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MSCI USA
Price-To-Book

MSCI World
Ex USA

Price-To-Book

MSCI
Emerging Markets
Price-To-Book

CHART 4

Global Fundamentals, continued on page 7
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Global Fundamentals, continued from page 6

Source: The Leuthold Group, LLC, Perception Express, March 6, 2015, http://leuth.us/stock-market
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FORWARD P/E RATIOS NOW FAR ABOVE LEVELS
SEEN AT LAST BULL MARKET PEAK

MSCI World P/E
on 12-Month
Forward EPS

MSCI USA P/E on 12-
Month Forward EPS

October 2007 = 14.6x

February 2015 = 16.4x

October 2007 = 15.4x

February 2015 = 17.2x

October 31, 2007 (month-end peak of 2002-2007 bull market)

PULSE

Source: 361 Capital,Weekly Research Briefing, March 23, 2015, www.361capital.com
REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM 361 CAPITAL

As of: March 23, 2015
COPYRIGHT 2015 361 CAPITAL

CRUDE OIL INVENTORIES: CURRENT VERSUS AVERAGE (SINCE 1983)
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Crude oil inventories currently 128 million barrels
(37.0% above average for this time of year.

Average Since 1983

Average Last 10 Years

2015 Inventories This Week:
Actual +9,822K
Estimate +3,300K

PULSE
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Note: During Secular Bear markets U.S. Stocks have historically returned a little more than inflation or a little less than
inflation—plus or minus 1.50%—and generally last between 15 to 25 years. The last Secular Bear market (1966 to 1982)
lasted 17 years and underperformed inflation by approximately one-half of one percent per year. The other Secular
Bear markets since 1900 were 1901 to 1920 and 1929 to 1949. In both cases, the U.S. Stock market outperformed
inflation by approximately 1.50% per year. All of the aforementioned performance numbers are pre-tax.

The performance of the U.S. Stock market so far in the current period (April 1, 2000 to the present) certainly appears to
indicate that we are in a Secular Bear market. Long-term returns (over the next 10 years) for the S&P 500 will probably
be slightly worse than the last 14 years and 10 months. Current 10 year normalized P/Es (long-term valuations)
indicate approximate annual compound returns of slightly less than 3.00% over the next 10 years. Of course during
the next 10 years, returns during various periods will be significantly higher and lower than the expected return. For
example, the more the stock market rises in the near term, the less returns after that period will be and vice versa.

SECULAR BEAR MARKET WATCH (CONTINUED)
April 1, 2000 to February 28, 2015

(14 years and 11 months)

COPYRIGHT 2015 LEGEND FINANCIAL ADVISORS, INC. ®

REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION OF LEGEND FINANCIAL ADVISORS, INC. ®

As of: February 28, 2015

SECULAR BEAR MARKET WATCH
April 1, 2000 to February 28, 2015

(14 years and 11 months)

Annual Total
Compound Return Return

Consumer Price Index (Inflation) 2.12% 36.51%

90-Day Treasury Bills Index-Total Return 1.77% 29.67%

Barclays Aggregate Bond Index-Total Return 5.66% 127.27%

HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index 2.85% 52.02%

S&P 500 Index (U.S. Stock Market) 4.28% 86.86%

MSCI EAFE Index (Developed Foreign Equities) 3.69% 71.60%

MSCI Emerging Market Index (Equities) 7.49% 193.86%

Newedge CTA Index (Managed Futures) 5.87% 134.16%

Dow Jones–UBS Commodity Index-Total Return (USD)** 0.33% 4.99%

Dow Jones U.S. Real Estate Index-Total Return (USD)** 11.68% 419.53%

Gold Bullion 10.37% 335.74%

* Compound and Total Returns include reinvested dividends. MSCI Indexes do not include dividends prior to 2002. Newedge Index is
equally-weighted.

** USD = U.S. Dollar

Source: Bloomberg Investment Service

COPYRIGHT 2015 LEGEND FINANCIAL ADVISORS, INC. ®
REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION OF LEGEND FINANCIAL ADVISORS, INC. ®

As of: February 28, 2015

PULSE
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Source: The Leuthold Group, LLC, Perception Express, March 6, 2014, http://leuth.us/bond-market
REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM THE LEUTHOLD GROUP, LLC

As of: March 6, 2015
COPYRIGHT 2015 THE LEUTHOLD GROUP, LLC

Note: The Risk Aversion Index combines ten market-based measures including various credit and
swap spreads, implied volatility, currency movements, commodity prices and relative returns
among various high- and low-risk assets.

RISK DECLINES AGAIN!
MONTHLY RISK AVERSION INDEX (RAI)
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SMALL CAP TO LARGE CAP HISTORICAL PRICE TO EARNINGS (P/E) RATIO
Small Caps Are More Expensive But Barely So
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Note: Small Caps are selling at a
5.0% valuation premium
relative to Large Caps, using
non-normalized (non-
averaged) trailing operating
earnings. This is a decrease
from last month’s reading of
13.0%. The recent peak
premium for U.S. Small Cap
stocks remains at 23.0%.
Small Caps still remain at
historically high valuation
levels—more than 3.0%

PULSE
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The Leuthold Group has followed inflation 
trends for several decades, dating back to 
1980 when Steve Leuthold published the 
book The Myths of Inflation and Invest-
ing.  This research has expanded over 
the years, serving to examine the histori-
cal relationship between inflation and the 
stock market, valuations, and interest 
rates.  Herein we look to answer the ques-
tion posed in previous versions of this  
work titled: Deflation….What If? In today’s 
case, we’re retitling it as: Deflation….What 
If [It Lingers]?

In this study, we focus specifically on U.S. 
inflation trends and the stock market as 
measured by S&P 500 total return.  Can a 
deflationary outlook coincide with a bullish 
stance on equity markets?  The short an-

swer: Yes!  As the data will demonstrate, 
periods of more commonly experienced 
mild deflation have actually coincided with 
above average stock returns, especially 
when deflation occurs outside of a reces-
sion.  Significant deflation, however, is a 
different matter—but we haven’t experi-
enced this in almost 80 years (knock-on-
wood)!  Overall, the market favors price 
stability over price direction.

Deflation Has Technically Arrived:

Headline deflation, as measured by the 
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Consumer 
Price Index (CPI), is officially upon us (un-
less a future revision deems otherwise).  
The most recent January year-over-year 
reading registered slightly in negative 

territory (-0.1%) for the first time since 
October 2009.  CPI has been decelerat-
ing alongside crude prices since June 
2014.  (Please Note: Charts 1, 2 and 3 
are Histograms.  The year is listed first, 
then the calendar quarter that it pertains 
to.  For example, 92-1 means 1992, First 
Quarter.)  Chart 1, “Quarterly CPI Rates”, 
below, shows quarterly year-over-year 
changes in CPI from 1926-to-date.  Janu-
ary 2015 and Q4 2014 rates land in only 
the second decile of this 89-year distribu-
tion.  Over this period, quarterly defla-
tionary CPI readings have occurred only 
12.0% of the time (14.0% if including flat 
inflation); prior to 2009, U.S. CPI had not 
recorded any type of deflation for more 
than half a century.

Deflation, continued from page 1
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Another popular U.S. price index also 
indicates falling prices: Producer Price 
Index (PPI, looking at Finished Goods) 
entered deflationary territory in Q4 2014.  
PPI’s price swings tend to be a bit more 
volatile versus the CPI, and deflation dips 
are also more common (16.0% of the time 
over a shorter time frame).  The latest 
reading as of January 2015 rang in at a 
deflationary 3.3% year-over-year, land-
ing in the first decile of available quarterly 
figures (1948-to-date, see Chart 2, “Quar-
terly PPI Rates” at the top of page 11).

Many are quick to dismiss these recent 
deflationary trends, since price declines 
have been concentrated around falling 

energy prices versus widespread across 
sectors.  The broad price decline across 
all types of commodities is certainly no 
joke—the latest measurement of our 
weekly Cash Commodity Diffusion Index 
registered at only 16.0% (the percentage 
of about 70 different cash commodities 
experiencing price increases year-over-
year).   Tracked back to 1974, a reading 
this low has been recorded less than 
5.0% of the time.

Core inflation measures all CPI items 
less volatile food and energy prices.  This 
measure, too, has been decelerating 
year-over-year since mid-2014.  Chart 3, 
“Quarterly Core CPI Rates”, at the bottom 

of page 11, indicates that core inflation is 
also far below its historical median level 
(data available back to 1958), and also 
measures within the second decile of this 
57-year distribution.  This demonstrates 
that even when excluding energy, current 
inflation levels are decelerating and still 
quite low relative to history.  Low com-
modity prices, global deflation and a rising 
U.S. Dollar could continue to exert pres-
sure on U.S. prices.

Inflation/Deflation And Stock Market 
Returns:

So, what might stock market performance 
look like if deflation lingers?  How, histori-

Deflation, continued on page 11
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Deflation, continued from page 10
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Deflation, continued from page 11
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cally, have stocks faired during differing 
periods of inflation/deflation?  Charts 4 
and 5, below, show average and median 
market returns segmented by varying in-
flation environments.  Both charts contain 
the same data but are segmented differ-
ently.  Chart 4 (our “legacy” view) dis-
plays eight defined inflation segments—of-
fering a distinct inflation versus deflation 
cut-off, for example.  Periods per bucket 

are unequal, though.  Alternatively, Chart 
5 offers a view with equal periods per 
bucket—a simple deciled approach, align-
ing with Chart 1.

Regardless of view, we see the same 
result unfold—historical S&P 500 total 
returns over the past 89 years have been 
best in periods of mild deflation to mild 
inflation.  The most important takeaway 

being: the market favors stability of prices 
over the direction of prices.  Below aver-
age returns are experienced when price 
movements become more extreme in 
either direction, but are particularly brutal 
when deflation spins out of control.  CPI 
readings of late have fallen in the “sweet 
spot” of relative price stability, which 
historically has corresponded with above 
average market performance.

What About “Real” Returns?:

The subject of inflation naturally brings to 
mind the concept of real (after inflation) 
returns.  Charts 6 and 7, below, are the 
same as Charts 4 and 5, respectively, 
except that total returns are inflation-
adjusted, deflated using the CPI.  As 

one might expect, relative market un-
derperformance during times of extreme 
inflation is exacerbated when adjusted 
for loss of purchasing power; real returns 
actually turn negative versus the positive 
nominal returns seen previously—instanc-
es of extreme inflation now coincide with 
the worst market results.  On the extreme 

deflationary end, performance is im-
proved but still fairly poor.  Performance 
during periods of mild deflation, on the 
other hand, looks better than ever in real 
terms.  In Chart 6, the second inflation 
bucket (zero to 2.4% deflation) produces 
a median real return of +25.4% compared 
to a nominal median return of +24.5%.
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Deflation, continued from page 12

Accelerating Versus Decelerating Prices:

Deflation versus inflation aside for a moment, we thought 
it may be interesting to see what happened when we seg-
mented market returns by accelerating or decelerating price 
environments.  Do equity markets have a preference?  We 
used quarterly year-over-year change in CPI, but this time 
segmented the data by quarter-to-quarter price deceleration/
acceleration.  Performance in Chart 8, to the top right, is the 
coinciding median and average quarter-over-quarter S&P 500 
total returns (versus 12-month returns in previous charts).

Quarters experiencing relatively mild price deceleration (De-
ciles 2 through 4, Chart 8) seem to overwhelmingly coincide 
with above average equity returns.  Keep in mind that this 
incorporates both times of slowing inflation and mildly worsen-
ing deflation.  The former is in the majority, however, due to 
the few instances of deflation over the 89-year period (78.0% 
of data in Deciles 2 through 4 are quarters when prices were 
rising at a decelerating rate).  In the fourth quarter of 2014, 
inflation decelerated 0.9%.  Coincidently, this value falls in the 
second decile of the 356 quarter distribution (0.8% to 1.5% 
deceleration), where above average market returns are the 
most outsized (median quarterly returns measured at +9.7% 
versus the overall median of +3.8%).  In the fourth quarter of 
2014 the S&P 500 returned +4.9%.

Deflation And Valuations And Recessions, Oh My!:

P/E ratios serve as both a valuation tool and a measure of 
market sentiment.  Charts 9 and 10, below, present two dif-
ferent views of segmented inflation environments along with 
corresponding median and average P/E ratios; we employ our 
favored normalized P/E ratio which incorporates five years of 
Earnings Per Share (EPS) to help smooth out the earnings 
cyclicality.  These charts illustrate that investors tend to pay 
higher multiples for stocks in times of mild to moderate infla-
tion.  P/E ratios during times of deflation typically garner below 
average multiples, but multiples during extreme inflation are 
often even more compressed.  Overall, the theme of inves-
tor optimism during periods of relatively stable prices again 
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rings true.  The latest normalized P/E ratio of 21.7x is significantly 
above the 1926-to-date median value of 16.9x, but consider that 
from 2012-2014, monthly measures of year-over-year CPI held 
within a fairly tight band of +0.75% to +3.0% inflation (when mul-
tiples tend to be higher).

Deflation often overlaps with recessions and depressions (hence 
its negative image); it also helps explain the tendency for more 
compressed earnings multiples on the deflationary end of the 
spectrum (it takes time for smoothed, fading earnings to catch up 
to plummeting stock prices).  The most obvious period was, of 
course, the Great Depression era when stocks tanked and defla-
tion occurred in its most devastating form: spiraling downward 
for nearly four consecutive years.  Japan has offered us a more 
modern example.

Over the past 89 years, recessions/depressions have occurred 
less than 20.0% of the time in the United States.  Among times of 
deflation, though, recessions/depressions have coincided about 
50.0% of the time.  More specifically, for the 16 quarters when 
deflation was 2.5% or greater, recessions/depressions were 

Deflation, continued on page 14
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afoot 80.0% of the time—13 of these 16 periods were during the 
Great Depression era.  Aside from a couple of sneaky monthly 
deflationary CPI readings in 1958 (just slightly more than 2.5%), 
deflation of more than 2.5% has not occurred since 1938.  In 
other words, deflation is more likely to be of the “benign” variety 
in modern times.  During the 34 quarters of zero to 2.4% defla-
tion, recessions/ depressions coincided (at a slightly elevated) 
26.0% of the time.

We took data from Chart 4 a step further—looking at just the 34 
mildly deflationary to flat quarters, we broke out market returns 
between those associated with versus not with recessions.  In 
this exercise, the median 12-month S&P 500 total return associ-
ated with non-recession/mild deflation periods jumped to +31.2% 
compared to the recession/mild deflation periods where median 
returns were a puny +2.0%.  In Chart 4 the overall median return 
for this bucket registered at 24.5%.  The take-away?  If condi-
tions remain mildly-deflationary and non-recessionary, investors 
could argue this is a great environment for above average equity 
returns.

Final Thoughts:

Lastly, in Chart 11, to the top right, we revisit PPI.  Correspond-
ing 12-month average/median S&P 500 total returns are seg-
mented by producer price inflation environment deciles (finished 
goods, data corresponds with “Quarterly PPI Rates” chart).  
While quarterly data availability is shorter here (1948-to-date), 
the theme we’ve seen time and again throughout this study holds 
pat: relatively stable prices correspond with above average mar-
ket returns.

We reiterate, however, that the January 2015 PPI reading fell 
3.3% year-over-year.  This reading lands in the first decile of 
its respective distribution, which has historically coincided with 
below average market returns.  While this is only one monthly 
reading, it nevertheless serves as a healthy reminder that the line 
between mild versus significant deflation can easily be crossed—
being cognizant of a spreading trend of falling prices is certainly 
crucial.

Please note that previous Leuthold studies have looked at these 
same ideas using annual inflation and stock market data back to 
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1872.  This extended data is particularly informative because 
deflation was much more prevalent during the earlier, volatile 
boom/bust era in the United States.  When incorporating that 
additional history though, our findings were largely the same—
stocks tend to outperform in times of relatively stable prices, 
regardless of whether they are rising or falling.  P/E ratios are 
highest in mild to moderate inflationary environments.

The Bottom Line: Relatively stable prices tend to coincide with 
favorable equity market conditions and investors need not be 
terrified by the prospect of mild deflation.

Source: This article was excerpted from “Deflation…What If 
[It Lingers]?”, by Kristen Hendrickson, CFA, Research Analyst, 
The Leuthold Group, LLC, (Perception Express, March 6, 2015), 
http://leuth.us/special-interest.
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AHOY! A PIRATE JOKE
A wealthy business mogul bought a 140 
foot yacht.  Needing a colorful captain to 
impress his guests, he put an ad in the 
paper.

Many applied, but none quite fit the part.  
Then, one day, a candidate made his way 
up the gangplank.  He had an eye patch, 
a peg leg, a hook on one arm and a parrot 
on his shoulder.  The sword and the pistol 
just added to the effect.

“This guy is perfect,” the rich man said 
to himself.  “Imagine him at our cocktail 
parties!”

“How did you lose your hand, sir?” asked 
the boat owner.

The grizzled man raised his hook and 
said, “Me hand was cut off in a sword 
fight!”

“My God, people still have sword fights?  
How did you lose your leg?”

“Me leg was shot off by a cannon ball.”

“Wow!  How did you lose your eye?”

“A gull flew over and birded in me eye.”

“I didn’t know that would cause the loss of 
an eye.”

Nar, it doesn’t, but it was the first day I had 
me hook.”

Source: This article was excerpted from 
“Ahoy! A Pirate Joke From John McGinley, 
Technical Trends”, by John McGinley, The 
Leuthold Group, LLC, (Perception Express, 
January 8, 2015) 
http://leuth.us/stock-market.
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U.S. TEN-YEAR: LOOKING FOR A FOLLOW-THROUGH
By Chun Wang, CFA, PRM, Senior Analyst and Co-Portfolio Manager, The Leuthold Group, LLC

The main reason interest rates are not higher in the 
Eurozone is we are still in the honeymoon period 
with their new Quantitative Easing (QE).  Persis-
tently low yields in the Eurozone (See “European 
10-Year Bond Yields” chart to the top right) do not 
lend support to higher U.S. rates.  However, we are 
also at a critical juncture for European rates as the 
European Central Bank (ECB) has implemented 
their new QE program earlier this month.  As the 
chart “10-Year Bond Yields Around Start of Quanti-
tative Easing” to the bottom right shows, the actual 
start of QE programs in the United States and the 
United Kingdom actually marked at least a near-
term low in bond yields.  If the ECB raises interest 
rates, that will remove another big hurdle for higher 
rates in the United States.

Source: This article was excerpted from “U.S. 10-
Year: Looking For A Follow-Through”, by Chun Wang, 
CFA, PRM, Senior Analyst and Co-Portfolio Man-
ager, The Leuthold Group, LLC, (Perception Express, 
March 6, 2015), http://leuth.us/bond-market
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DID YOU KNOW?

THE WORLD’S BIGGEST GOLD 
PRODUCING COUNTRIES

The U.S. is the world’s fourth-largest gold pro-
ducer after China, Australia and Russia.

Source:  These facts were excerpted from, “Cur-
rency Wars Heat Up As Central Banks Race To 
Cut Rates” by Frank Holmes, CEO and Chief 
Investment Officer, U.S. Global Investors. (Advisor 
Alert, January 30, 2015), www.usfunds.com.
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FINANCIAL MARKET VALUATIONS AND PERFORMANCE VALUATIONS
“Market history, including the series of bubbles and crashes over 
the past 15 years, does not teach that valuation is irrelevant, but 
instead that a key distinction affects whether stability or instability 
is likely to prevail.  When rich valuations are coupled with tame 
credit spreads and uniform strength across a broad range of 
internal market measures and security types, one can infer that 
investors remain tolerant toward risk.  In that environment, risk 
premiums (potential returns) may be low, but there’s no particular 
pressure for them to normalize (move to historical levels), even 
if the speculation is driven by mindless yield-seeking investors.  
Trend uniformity and well-behaved credit spreads are an indica-

tion of risk tolerance, which allows overvalued markets to remain 
overvalued without immediate consequence (losses).”

Source:  This quote was excerpted from, “Iceberg At The Star-
board Bow” by John P. Hussman, Ph.D., Hussman Funds, (Weekly 
Market Comment, December 22, 2014), www.hussman.com.

COPYRIGHT 2014 HUSSMAN FUNDS
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LEGEND FINANCIAL ADVISORS, INC.® &
EMERGINGWEALTH INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, INC.’S

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES

Legend Financial Advisors, Inc.® (Legend) and EmergingWealth Investment Management, Inc. (EmergingWealth) offer 
Personalized Investment Management Services to individuals and institutions.  Investment portfolios are developed to 
match the client’s return and risk requirements, which are determined by the clients’ completion of a Risk Comfort Zone 
Questionnaire, with the guidance of a Legend Wealth Advisor or EmergingWealth Advisor, respectively.  Each type of 
investment portfolio is managed to achieve the short, intermediate and long-term investment objectives of the client, as 
may be applicable.

INVESTMENT PROCESS

Investment Portfolios:

Unlike most financial advisory firms that offer one style of investment or portfolio type, we offer a wide array of 
investment portfolios that usually fit with the large majority of client needs.  If necessary, we will create customized 
solutions as well.  For the types of investment portfolios, please see our Investment Portfolios, Potential Return and 
Risk Spectrum Chart on the next page.  For a detailed description of our portfolios, please contact Louis P. 
Stanasolovich, CFP®, founder, CCO, CEO and President of both firms for a confidential discussion at (412) 635-9210 
or e-mail us at legend@legend-financial.com.

Investment Research:

Our Investment Committee performs extensive research to identify opportunities, mitigate risks and structure 
investment portfolios.  Emphasis is placed on developing portfolios that maximize the potential return relative to the 
amount of risk taken.

In-depth due diligence including face-to-face interviews in many instances with portfolio managers for open-end 
mutual funds is performed on each investment we select for a portfolio.  Factors (both from a qualitative and 
quantitative standpoint) that we conduct a thorough analysis of each investment include, but is not limited to, liquidity 
(including the primary investment and/or the underlying investments, if utilizing pass through vehicles such as open-
end mutual funds or exchange-traded products), income taxation, all related costs, return potential, drawdown potential 
(historical declines from peak-to-trough), volatility and management issues (Anything having to do with the 
management team of a stock, open-end mutual fund or an exchange-traded product.).

All portfolios for EmergingWealth are subadvised by Legend.

Client Education:

Education is very important to us.  We are dedicated to educating each client about the different investment portfolio 
types and how they relate to market volatility, time horizons, and investment returns.  It is our goal to ensure that the 
client understands and agrees with our investment philosophy.  Furthermore, we assist each client in selecting a risk 
tolerance level with which they are comfortable.  Ultimately, an investment portfolio is designed to meet the client’s 
objectives.

PERFORMANCE REPORTING

Many investment firms only offer monthly brokerage statements, which provide minimal information; typically only 
account and investment balances.  We, on the other hand, provide detailed quarterly reports that outline performance, 
income and management fees (among other items) in a simple, easy-to-read report.  In addition, each performance 
report is sent with an extensive index page that illustrates the investment environment during the reporting period.

FEES

To find out more about the fees for either Legend or EmergingWealth’s Investment Management services, please 
contact Louis P. Stanasolovich, CFP®, founder, CCO, CEO and President of both firms for a confidential discussion at 
(412) 635-9210 or e-mail us at legend@legend-financial.com.
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